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⚫ Battle Steed AI is an intelligent quantitative trading tool product that applies quantitative 

trading AI robots to the field of DeFi decentralized finance.

⚫ As a one-stop service platform for crypto asset quantitative strategies that gathers the 

world's top quantitative strategy products, a safe and reliable wallet system, a quantitative 

system of Battle Steed AI engine and a decentralized trading system, the business 

application segment of Battle Steed AI mainly includes two parts: cryptocurrency 

quantitative strategy investment advisor and quantitative trading AI robot, covering a 

portfolio of thousands of investment tools.

⚫ Through top technology, professional operation and high-quality team, Battle Steed AI has 

achieved good market results. At present, the daily trading volume of Battle Steed AI has 

exceeded $10 billion, and it has more than 20 million users. Digital asset investors have a 

satisfying investment experience at Battle Steed AI.

⚫ Battle Steed AI pays attention to financial compliance and has obtained financial regulatory 

licenses in many countries around the world to protect user data and fund security.

⚫ Battle Steed AI launched the BS coin, an ecological value token, to empower ecological 

development and project governance.

⚫ In the future, Battle Steed AI will launch more outstanding and leading intelligent 

quantitative investment tools to help investors achieve higher returns in the field of crypto 

assets.

⚫ Battle Steed AI, is a well-deserved Battle Steed in the crypto asset quantitative investment 

track!
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At present, the research and application of a new generation of information 
technology is accelerating, traditional finance is increasingly affected by 
digitalization, and traditional financial investment tools have also entered the field 
of crypto asset investment. Quantitative trading is entering the DeFi space 
through artificial intelligence means, and Battle Steed AI is a pioneer among them.



1.1 Quantitative trading enters the digital age

Quantitative trading is an efficient financial instrument that has been developed in the traditional 

financial era and has been used by high-net-worth investors in history. With the development of a 

new generation of information technology, quantitative trading has also entered the digital age, and 

the financial field has shown new vitality, but with it comes many challenges faced by traditional 

finance.

(1) Technological innovation challenges of quantitative strategies

Quantitative strategy is mainly the use of computer technology to analyze and study a large amount of data, high 

dependence on equipment and professional technology, and the high-frequency trading of the exchange will bring great 

challenges to the order processing ability, especially in software, often a small vulnerability will bring huge losses. In 

addition, one of the characteristics of traditional technology is centralization, which causes information asymmetry 

between investors and enterprises, which will damage the income of investors to a certain extent.

(2) The quality of traditional financial assets is relatively low

Digital finance generally refers to the use of digital technology by traditional financial institutions and Internet 

companies to achieve financing, payment, investment and other new financial business models, most of the investment 

targets of traditional quantitative finance have the characteristics of traditional investment fields, such as single 

information, slow response to the capital market, etc., but in the era of digital finance, so information on the chain, to 

achieve connectivity and sharing, so the investment targets of traditional quantitative finance can not show better asset 

quality in the era of digital finance.

(3) Traditional quantitative financial returns have encountered a ceiling

The benefits brought by digital finance are much higher than the value brought by traditional quantitative finance. 

Based on the help of a new generation of information technology, the market space in the field of digital finance is broad, 

and the development scale of digital industry is huge. The industry pointed out that under the catalyst of multiple policy 

dividends, the digital economy will set off a new round of construction climax, and it is expected that from 2021 to 2025, 

digital industries such as cloud computing and big data are expected to drive more than 60 trillion yuan of economic output, 

and the engine of economic growth is stronger. The opportunity for digital payments to grow at a CAGR of more than 29% 

by 2025. Digital finance has raised the ceiling in the field of financial investment.
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1.2 AI algorithms empower big data finance

What is AI?

AI, short for Artificial Intelligence, Chinese artificial intelligence, is a technical science that researches and 

develops theories, methods, technologies and applications for simulating, extending and expanding human 

intelligence, including robotics, language recognition, image recognition, natural language processing and 

expert systems. The core of the field of artificial intelligence is machine learning (Machine Learning), that is, a 

multi-field interdisciplinary discipline that specializes in studying how computers simulate and implement 

human learning behavior, so as to acquire new knowledge or skills, and reorganize the existing knowledge 

structure to continuously optimize it.

The combination of AI and big data promotes the development of 

quantitative finance

The wave of artificial intelligence has swept various fields: 

unmanned driving, AI painting, voice recognition, risk control 

monitoring, algorithm recommendation... Today, the tentacles of 

artificial intelligence have touched the field of quantitative finance.

At a time when big data is widely used, the role of intelligent AI 

tools in the field of quantitative finance, especially in the field of 

quantitative digital finance, is becoming more and more 

prominent. A large amount of reliable and structured data will 

become the main driver of AI+ finance.

AI quantitative investment obtains a large amount of multi-

dimensional data from data sources such as social media, financial 

news, industry research reports, and financial systems, and carries 

out data cleaning and preprocessing through key AI technologies 

such as data mining, knowledge graph, and natural language 

processing, so that unstructured text data and massive financial 

historical data that were originally difficult to deal with manually 

are transformed into structured and reliable financial quantitative 

data. The time is ripe for smart quantitative strategies to invest in 

crypto assets.
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1.3 Blockchain helps digital finance

The value and significance of blockchain

Blockchain is the underlying technical architecture of a new generation of social business 

application development infrastructure, and its mature application will promote the 

transformation of the global social business development model. The charm of blockchain 

technology for global users is that it gives value to Internet information, builds a trusted 

decentralized system for global users, and makes the Internet evolve from information 

transmission to value transmission. From "Internet +" to "blockchain +" technological 

innovation, the development of blockchain to today's scenario application is the greatest 

embodiment of its value.

Blockchain and digital finance application scenarios

The birth of blockchain technology has promoted the development of decentralized digital 

finance around the world, and Bitcoin and Ethereum have created countless wealth myths. 

The total market capitalization of digital currencies in 2020 has reached $10 trillion, 

becoming a value carrier recognized around the world.

At present, blockchain is increasingly combined with the real industry, and breaks through 

the barriers between the financial and real industries, as well as the barriers between 

enterprises and users, integrates logistics, information flow, and capital flow, and provides a 

wider range of data. At the same time, blockchain is decentralized, its immutability, 

anonymity and irreversibility, can improve the security of users' digital assets and privacy 

security, and prevent hacker attacks and criminals from tampering with data. Therefore, the 

financial revolution brought by the new generation of information technology represented 

by blockchain technology will further reflect its true value.

We have entered the era of digital finance. Battle Steed AI, with a new mechanism to 

achieve permanent value empowerment, establishes a new generation of open financial 

ecological platform in the intelligent quantitative financial trading market, and brings bright 

prospects to every participant.
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2.1 Introduction to ecology

Battle Steed AI, known as Battle Steed AI, abbreviated BS AI, is an intelligent quantitative trading tool 

product that applies quantitative trading AI robots to the field of DeFi decentralized finance.

Battle Steed AI has achieved good market results with the efforts of an excellent team:

┃ Sound Battle Steed AIsystem and application plate

┃ As a one-stop service platform for crypto asset quantitative strategies that gathers the world's 

top quantitative strategy products, a safe and reliable wallet system, a quantitative system of 

Battle Steed AI engine and a decentralized trading system, the business application segment of 

Battle Steed AI mainly includes two parts: cryptocurrency quantitative strategy investment 

advisor and quantitative trading AI robot, covering a portfolio of thousands of investment tools.

┃ Warhorse launches Eco Token BS

In order to efficiently promote the development of the Battle Steed AI ecosystem, Battle Steed 

AI launched the ecological value token BS, with a total circulation of 1000 billion, running on the TRC 

chain. The value and price of BS coin are highly related to the prosperity of the Battle Steed AI ecology, 

and act on the DAO governance of the Battle Steed AIecosystem.
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2.2 Regulatory Compliance

Financial compliance is the operational philosophy that Battle Steed AI has always adhered to. Since its introduction to 

the market, Battle Steed AI and the tokens and financial products issued by Warhorse have obtained financial 

regulatory licenses in many countries around the world, and strictly follow regulatory requirements to ensure the 

security of user data and funds, and user assets are kept in independent digital banks and are closely supervised. 

Battle Steed AI is authorized and regulated by the following financial regulators:
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1
Authorised and regulated by the Seychelles Financial 
Services Authority
License number: SD039

2
Authorised and administered by the Financial Conduct 
Authority of the United Kingdom
Registration number: 509809

5 Hold an ASIC-issued AFSL
Number: 418727

6
Hold an FSP issued by the New Zealand FMA
Number: 486056

3
Authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and 
Exchange Commission
Authorization number: 257/14

4
Authorised and regulated by the Estonian Financial 
Supervisory Authority
License Number: No. 4.1-1/19

7
Hold an authorised financial service provider issued by the 
FSCA of South Africa
No. 47846

8 Holds a Capital Markets Services License issued by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore
License number: CMS100658
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2.3 Application scenarios

Cryptocurrency Quantitative Strategy Investment Advisor

Through the professional quantitative strategy team and the excellent Battle Steed AIquantitative 

trading engine, select high-quality quantitative strategy products, tailor quantitative investment 

strategies for DeFi investors, and provide professional and immediate services in the form of 

investment consultants, so that the quantitative investment consulting services that can only be 

enjoyed by high-net-worth investors are universalized, and help digital asset investors carefully and 

comprehensively analyze the key factors of investment, and better according to their own 

investment needs. Risk appetite: Choose a better digital asset portfolio and make timely and 

dynamic adjustments during market movements.

Quantitative trading AI robot

Digital asset investors who lack sufficient investment time, energy and investment experience can 

choose the Battle Steed quantitative trading AI robot. Warhorse quantitative trading robot monitors 

and analyzes the market of social media, financial news, major financial systems, especially major 

digital asset exchanges 24 hours a day, and combines historical data for machine learning in-depth 

optimization modeling. Through the successful trading strategy of the Battle Steed quantitative 

trading AI robot, the automatic trading system is used to automatically perform more than 80% of 

the trading tasks.

The quantitative trading application represented by Battle Steed AI has 

profoundly affected the DeFi field

In the future, the role of investors will undergo a profound transformation, from a pure "investor" to 

a "manager of the use of investment tools". The level of yield will increasingly depend on the 

screening ability of high-quality quantitative intelligent asset management tools, and make the 

application scenarios of quantitative trading tools in the DeFi track completely universal.
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2.4 Project Advantages

Top technology

Battle Steed AI has a very mature and strong technical team, has accumulated rich industry and 

technical experience in finance, entertainment, information technology and other fields, and has 

made industry-leading breakthroughs in the development and application of blockchain technology. 

Battle Steed AI provides users with the best market price and simple operation experience through 

the docking exchange API interface, and gives users the simplest buying and selling by optimizing the 

screening mechanism, and users only need to enter the quantity, and they can complete the 

transaction as conveniently as on the e-commerce platform.

Professional operations

The Battle Steed AI development team has formulated a sound governance structure to effectively 

manage matters such as general discussion, code management, financial management, 

compensation management and privileged operation scope to ensure the sustainable development 

of Battle Steed AI. Battle Steed AI realizes risk-free digital currency transactions and legal tender 

acceptance business through smart contracts and alliance networks. Users exchange digital 

currencies through BS tokens, create exchange smart contracts, and monitor and execute the 

exchange process by the contract mechanism, avoiding the risk of default of all parties involved in 

the transaction process.

Quality team

Battle Steed AI consists of a strong, ambitious, creative team. The core members are from Microsoft, 

Amazon, Google, Intel and other world-renowned technology companies, and the core technical 

personnel have participated in the research and development of the world's top digital currency 

trading platform, and after three years of improvement to build Battle Steed AI.
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3.1 Token ecology

In order to promote the rapid development and sustained prosperity of Ecosystem 2.0 and realize the 

orderly advancement of DAO governance, Battle Steed AI launched the only ecological value token BS 

Token.
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Token name: BS Token

Number of pieces: 100 billion

Value 1: Promote DAO governance, 
giving proposals, voting and access to 
participation in governance incentives

Value 2: Promote the research and 
development of Battle Steed Lab, 
incubate more high-quality projects and 
intelligent quantitative tools

Value 3: Early participants in the Battle 
Steed ecosystem hold BS coins and can 
earn unimaginable value returns

Issuance method: BS coins when you 
register / BS coins when you become 
a valid user / BS coins when you 
successfully share recommendations

With the formation and consolidation of the value consensus involved in the 
governance of the Battle Steed AI project, BS coin was finally launched on major 
mainstream exchanges, opening a comprehensive circulation and wealth creation cycle.
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The main sources of revenue for Battle Steed AI are:

Intelligent quantitative investment advisor fee income

• A strong team of quantitative investment strategy experts provides users with professional 

DeFi quantitative investment strategies, and users use the advice of Battle Steed 

investment advisors to make profits and pay corresponding fees.

• Quantitatively trade AI robot product sales/rental earnings

• A large number of users are non-professional DeFi investors, lack of time, energy and 

experience for high-quality investment analysis and operation, quantitative trading AI 

robot helps users automatically implement quantitative investment strategies, more 

accurate and efficient, help users invest profitably.

• User profit contract commission earnings

• Users and the platform agree on the revenue distribution ratio after profit through smart 

contracts, and users use Battle Steed AI's products and services at lower prices, but need 

to share the profits after making profits

• Withdrawal fee earnings

• Users who withdraw the amount in the account need to pay a certain fee

• Hold BS coins to participate in project governance and gain from 

currency price increases
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3.2 Profitability

The sustainable operation and profitability of Battle Steed AI are not only supported by a 

sound economic system, but also successfully tested by multi-channel revenue sources. 

Battle Steed AI can achieve win-win and win-win results with stakeholders, and share the 

huge wealth value created by Battle Steed AI ecology.
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4.1 Big Data Technology

Big data technology terminology explained

Big data technology (Big Data) is an emerging science and technology, which is a technology that is 

produced to fully sort, analyze and mine data in response to the massive data brought by the 

development of the Internet, cloud computing, mobile Internet and Internet of Things. In recent 

years, big data technology has made great progress in the fields of distributed cache, MPP-based 

distributed database, distributed file system, and various NoSQL distributed storage solutions.

The big data technology advantages of Battle Steed AI

The main advantage of Battle Steed AI in big data technology is that the distributed file system 

achieves the following goals:

⚫ Devices that are not as compatible as possible

⚫ Implement read and write streaming data

⚫ Support for large data sets

⚫ Support for multi-class file models

⚫ Strong cross-platform compatibility

The above technical advantages are particularly critical to the realization of AI to 

further process massive data, which can provide sufficient data "nourishment" for 

the growth of Battle Steed AIrobots.
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4.2 Artificial Intelligence Technology

Artificial intelligence is a new strategic framework for efficient analysis and rapid iteration of 

big data. Artificial intelligence models are also a statistical method, which is not fundamentally 

different from multifactorial models. The special feature of the quantification method of 

artificial intelligence is the use of deep learning. The method of deep learning can be 

considered to be the best statistical method for dealing with big data nonlinear problems 

currently available to mankind.

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning, how is deep learning achieved?

Deep learning is essentially a way of learning that mimics how the human brain thinks. The 

brain overcomes difficulties by learning: including understanding speech and recognizing 

objects. The brain does not judge by dealing with exhaustive rules, but improves self-

awareness through practice and feedback. Deep learning uses the same approach. Artificial 

and software-based computing units that approximate the function of neurons in the brain are 

connected together. They form a "neural network" that receives an input, analyzes it, makes a 

judgment, and is told whether its judgment is correct or not. If the output is wrong, the 

connections between neurons are adjusted by the algorithm, which will change future 

predictions. In millions of cases, the connections between neurons will be adjusted, and 

practice will gradually perfect them, gradually approaching perfection.

With deep learning DL Battle Steed AI can:

· identify elements in pictures;

· Real-time translation of languages;

· Use voice to control devices;

· Analyze sentiment in customer reviews;

· Other more possibilities... 13
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4.3 HTTP protocol

HTTP (War Horse AI Transfer Protocal) protocol is an application layer protocol built on top of TCP/IP, using 

URLs as resource location descriptions. HTTP protocol is completely designed for decentralized networks, using 

public chain nodes as the network infrastructure, constructing routing tables at each node through node maps, 

and dynamically selecting the best transmission path in real time to complete network communication 

between nodes. The HTTP protocol is designed for decentralized network.

Each node can provide data forwarding service based on HTTP protocol, and any transmission in the public 

chain system can be completed through decentralized multiple paths, abandoning the IP-based tree topology 

of traditional interconnection and adopting node graph technology, so that no one can block the transmission 

channel between nodes, truly providing the most reliable network infrastructure support for DAPP.

4.4 WH-DDTN networks

WH-DDTN is a decentralized global data transmission network supporting HTTP protocol. x0002_DDTN consists 

of public chain nodes as hardware carriers and HTTP protocol URLs as global resource locators, and each node 

is equipped with proxy communication capabilities.

In the WH-DDTN network, each node maintains a route map. When a node needs to initiate communication to 

a URL, the initiating node can search for the best path to the target functional variable name through all 

neighboring nodes and then find the best path among them to initiate communication.

As soon as communication is blocked, the access path is switched automatically immediately. This ensures that 

even if the accessed resource node cannot be directly reached (such as there is a wall), or most of the transit 

nodes are unavailable (large-area network is paralyzed), as long as there is still a communication path, the 

communication can still be completed.
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4.5 Smart Contracts

Smart contract is a computer protocol that is different from traditional contracts that is disseminated 

and executed in the form of electronic data information. As far as the current development is 

concerned, its operating mechanism mainly includes the following stages:

(1) Generation of smart contract code. When the parties to the contract agree on the content of 

the contract, it is determined through evaluation that the contract is programmable into an 

electronic contract, and then the technical staff encodes the text description of the contract 

content into machine language.

（2) Compilation of contracts. The process of using contract coding to become a machine language 

generally cannot run directly on the blockchain, but needs to be executed in a specific sandbox 

environment, so it is necessary to use a compiler to compile the source code before coding to 

generate bytecode that meets the operating requirements of the sandbox environment.

（3) Submit. Smart contract submissions and invocations are done through "transactions". After 

the user initiates and submits the contract file in the form of a transaction, it is broadcast 

throughout the network through the P2P network, and each node is stored in the block after 

verification.

(4) Confirmation. The verified block is added to the main account chain through the consensus 

mechanism, and the account address of the smart contract is generated according to the 

transaction, which can then be used to invoke the contract by initiating a transaction.

Smart contracts have four characteristics：

One is determinism, because smart contracts become machine language through coding, so the 

content of the contract must be deterministic. That is, each input corresponds to a determined 

output. If a non-deterministic smart contract is deployed in a blockchain network, when it is 

triggered, it will not produce a certain result, but will be executed at every node on the network 

and return a different result randomly, resulting in the blockchain network being unable to reach 

consensus on its execution result.
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The second is to support the account model, where smart contracts have their own state 

and can keep assets on the blockchain. Smart contracts have their own accounts on the 

blockchain, and the blockchain supports an account-based model.

The third is transparency, the smart contract content is distributed and deployed on the 

blockchain, and each node of the blockchain can check the machine language of the smart 

contract to understand the content of the smart contract.

The fourth is traceability, since all interactions of smart contracts are carried out through 

signed messages on the blockchain, all blockchain network nodes can trace the operation 

of encrypted smart contracts.
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4.6 Oracles

The oracle is the mechanism of writing the information outside the blockchain chain into 

the blockchain, the blockchain network can not independently collect the external 

information, the oracle has become the interface for the blockchain smart contract to 

interact with the external world, can find and verify the data of the real world, and submit 

the information to the smart contract in an encrypted way. It allows deterministic smart 

contracts to react to uncertain external worlds and can be simply understood as 

preprocessors or third-party data brokers for external data。

Through various ways such as economic models, collateral assets, verification systems, 

reputation systems, authentication systems, trusted hardware, etc., oracles can ensure the 

security of data, and through the aggregation and processing of oracles, data can be used by 

the blockchain and meaningful.
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4.7 Security and Privacy Technologies

In the era of digital economy, every organization and individual will have their own data, data security and privacy 

are the inevitable focus of Battle Steed AI, and necessary measures must be taken to ensure data security and 

privacy. The main technologies to consider security and privacy at the database level of the Battle Steed AI platform 

are:

Secure communication

Using the Secure Sockets Layer protocol, the link layer protected by the encryption algorithm is used, and two-way 

authentication is performed between the server and the client to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the 

communication between the client and the server. At the same time, secure communication also protects the 

communication between the connection manager and the client and the server in a high-availability environment, 

and the communication between the server and the server.

Authentication

Support the general database user password authentication mode, as well as support plug-in authentication 

module, lightweight directory access protocol, single sign-on user authentication integration for database access.

Role management

Default roles such as database security administrator, database audit administrator, and database administrator are 

predefined, and system administrators can also create roles and assign users according to actual business needs.

Discretionary access control

The discretionary access control granularity is divided into database-level, table-level, and field-level. Data owners 

and their designated users can set different permission management for different granular objects.

Mandatory access control

Use a tag-based access control system to implement mandatory access control requirements. A security label 

consists of one or more sequential sequence widgets, unneeded set widgets, and tree widgets that represent 

hierarchical relationships. Mandatory access control is at the row level.
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Secure storage

The confidentiality of stored data is one of the most important features of a secure database. 

Data encryption in data management adopts the encryption method in the database to 

encrypt and decrypt data on the kernel storage engine of the database management system, 

that is, the data is encrypted/decrypted during physical I/O. Because data pages are 

encrypted and decrypted only when actual I/O is performed, and are completely transparent 

to legitimate users, it can also be referred to as transparent storage encryption. The 

encryption algorithm and key are provided by hardware encryption cards that comply with 

national secret standards.

Security audits

The audit mask can be set by the security operator, and the audit mask can be set separately 

for each user and the world, and the two audit masks can be set to set requirements and 

exclusions, and the audit mask can combine 160 audit events. Audit operators perform audit 

start-stop and configuration management, and analyze audit records.
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February 2024

02

06In 2025

Battle Steed AI's quantitative investment 
strategy has been tested in practice and has 
become a benchmark for DeFi investment 
and a top intelligent quantitative investment 
tool, which is widely recognized and used by 
investors; BS coin became one of the 
mainstream tokens

03 May 2023

Battle Steed AI quantitative investment

strategy model 3.0 was put into online

testing, and BS coin and Battle Steed AI

community governance link was

opened

Launch a multi-country linkage 
marketing plan to promote the 
outbreak of the Battle Steed AIecology 
in an all-round way; Issue BS Token to 
open the platform token economic 
development model

December 2022

Battle Steed AI's daily trading volume 
officially exceeded $10 billion, opening 
a new stage of ecological 2.0

04

Large-scale promotion of Battle 
Steed AI quantitative investment 
strategy model 3.0; BS coin went 
live on mainstream exchanges and 

began to circulate October 2024

With the improvement of Battle Steed 
AI's profitability and expansion of 
service scope, the price of BS tokens 
continues to climb, achieving high-
value investment returns

Battle Steed AI

January 2023



• This document is for informational purposes only, the content of the document is for reference only, and does not 

constitute any investment advice, solicitation or invitation to sell stocks or securities in Battle Steed AI and its 

related institutions. Such solicitation must be made in the form of a confidential memorandum and subject to 

applicable securities and other laws

• The content of this document shall not be construed as coercing participation in the public offering of 

tokens. Any action related to this White Paper shall not be deemed to be participation in the public offering 

of tokens, including requests to obtain a copy of this White Paper or share this White Paper with others

• Participating in the public offering of tokens means that the participants have reached the age standard, have 

full civil capacity, and the contract signed with the Battle Steed AIproject is true and valid. All participants 

signed the contract voluntarily and had a clear and necessary understanding of the Battle Steed AIbefore 

signing the contract

• The Battle Steed AI team will continue to make reasonable attempts to ensure that the information in this 

white paper is true and accurate. During the development process, the platform may be updated, including 

but not limited to the platform mechanism, tokens and their mechanisms, and token distribution. Parts of the 

documentation may be adjusted in the new version of the white paper as the project progresses, and the 

team will make the update public, either by posting an announcement on the website or by publishing the 

new white paper. Participants are encouraged to stay up to date with the latest version of the white paper 

and adjust their decisions based on the updates. The Battle Steed AI team expressly disclaims any loss caused 

by Participant as a result of (a) reliance on the content of this document, (b) inaccuracies in the information 

herein, or any conduct resulting from this document. The team will spare no effort to achieve the goals 

mentioned in the document, however, due to the existence of force majeure, the team cannot fully make a 

commitment to completion

• As an official token, Battle Steed AI is an important tool for the effectiveness of the platform, not an 

investment product. Owning Battle Steed AI does not grant its owner ownership, control, decision-making 

rights to the platform. Battle Steed AI, as a cryptographic token used in the Battle Steed AI ecosystem, does 

not belong to any of the following categories of currencies: (a) securities, (b) equity of legal entities,

• (c) Stocks, bonds, notes, warrants, certificates or other instruments conferring any rights

• The value-added of Battle Steed AI depends on the market law and the needs of the application after landing, 
and it may not have any value, team

• It does not commit to its value addition and is not responsible for the consequences of its increase or decrease in value

• To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Team shall not be liable for any damages and risks arising from 
participation in the public offering of Tokens, including but not limited to direct or indirect personal damages, loss 
of business profits, loss of business information or any other economic loss

• The Battle Steed AI project complies with any regulatory regulations and industry self-discipline statements 

conducive to the healthy development of the industry. By participating, participants will fully accept and 

comply with such inspections. At the same time, all information disclosed by participants to complete such 

checks must be complete and accurate. Once the participant participates in the public offering of tokens, it 

means that they have confirmed that they understand and recognize the terms and conditions in the detailed 

rules, and accept the potential risks of the platform at their own risk
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